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Abstract. Injection molding process have two important phases: 1st-the plastifying-dosing phase, which
serves to prepare the optimal melting from the point of view of reological property, and 2-nd – the injection
and compacting phase of the melted material. During the second phases over the melted materials is applied
an injection pressure, and after this, the packing pressure. The packing pressure can be development up to
various values by the hydraulic system, result different values of compaction of melted material, resulting
different values for the injection molded piece mass.

1. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS.
In case of injection molded process, the general equation of thermodynamic state
should be particularized, since the injection process takes place within a constant volume,
equal to the volume of matrix cavity to be filled. No matter the the value of injection
pressure, the melted material will take up all the volume of the matrix cavity. Whence it
results that the volume of the melted material from matrix cavity will equal the value of a
specific volume equal to the general case, under a certain temperature and pressure,
respectively; figure 1.The equivalent specific volume, according to the pressure of the
applied injection, is given by the relation:
VM= VspTPi = VP [ 1+ α v

kpi ( Tm – To )] = ct.

(1)

Where: -α v - volume dilatation coefficient, indicate the effect that temperature has
upon the melted material’s volume; - kpi – correction factor of the volume dilatation
coefficient, minding the pressure that melted material undergoes ; Tm- temperature of the
melted material carries during the injection process ; T0- room temperature, 20ºC,

Fig.1. Specific volume variation of the melted material with temperatureand pressure:
a- general case, b- injection molding case

An extremely important theoretical issue to be debated here, with direct implication
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upon the practical aspects of the injection process, is the variation of relative density of the
melted material with the injectin pressure. The variation of relative density of the melted
material with the injection pressure is given by the relation:
ρ spTPi =

ρo
1+ αv

kpi

(Tm - To )

[

kg
]
m3

(2)

The variation grafic of the reletive density with the injection pressure is presented in
figure 2.

Fig.2. The grafic of the relative density variation with the injection pressure.

The quality of injection molded piece is given by the value of shrinkage and
warpage. For little value for shrinkage and warpage we have a very good quality of
injection molded piece.
The value of shrinkage is given by relation :
Cv =

αv

kpi

( Tm - To )
kpi
1 + α v ( Tm - To )

(3)

The variation grafic of the shrinkage with the injection pressure is presented in figure 3.

Fig.3. The grafic of the shrinkage variation with the injection pressure.

By comparing the variation grafic of the piece’s shrinkage with the variation grafic of
the relative density, we notice that the two vary indirect proportionally.
This is a very important issue, because the mass of the injection molded piece
becomes an indicative of the injection molded piece quality.
In injection molding process the packing time follow the fill time, figure 4. During the
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packing time is apply the packing pressure, with purpose to introduce an supplementary
quantity of melt inside the mold, for compensation the diminution of volume due the
cooling. Is necessary to keep the packing pressure until the gate freeze. To remove
quickly the packing pressure, equivalent with an small packing time, without the gate
freeze, allow to the melt to flow back from the mold. Result an diminution of injection
molded piece mass, with negative influence over the shrinkage and warpage, existing an
correlate between the mass and shrinkage and warpage. In the same time, a too long
packing time lead to unjustified energetic consumption.

Fig. 4. Grafic of matrix and screw motion In injection molding process: ti- injection time, tPulpacking time, tr – cooling time, td- demulation time, tc –cicle time,

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES.

Our experimental researches were atergeted to confirming our theoretical
suppositions referring to the mass of the injection molded piece, as they are featured in
first part.
For experimental researches setting up on the injection molding machine the
following condition: a continuous regulating of the injection pressure with the help of the
proportional hydraulic elements featured; a regulation of the injection pressure so that, by
the end of the injection process, it equals with the packing pressure; the injection of the
melted material is to be carried out at a constant injection speed. We are setting on
injection machine value for packing pressure from 600 to 1200x105 Pa, and for cooling
time three series: 28 s., 38s. and 48 s.
In figure 5 is present the graphic of injection molded piece mass with injection
pressure, equal with packing pressure, result after experimental injection. In figure 6 is
present the graphic variation of shrinkage with packing pressure.
Experimental researches confirm the theoretical aspects, increase of injection
molded piece mass with packing pressure and a diminuation of shrinkage with packing
pressure.
The packing time have a very important influence over the injection molding piece
mass, implicitly over the quality of injection molding piece due the variation of mass.
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Fig.5. The graphic of variation of injection molded piece mass with packing pressure and cooling time.
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Fig.6. The graphic of the shrinkage variation of injection molded piece with packing pressure and cooling
time.
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